Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Given news articles and watch history of users, how can we accurately recommend news articles to users? Even though online news service has become a main source of news, a massive amount of news articles released everyday makes it difficult for users to search for articles of their interests. Thus, it is crucial for online news providers to recommend appropriate news articles for users to improve their experiences.

In online news services that provide news to customers, consumptions are extremely skewed to spotlighted news. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a shows the skewness of consumptions in Adressa dataset (see Sect. [4.1](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} for details), a real-world news service dataset; x-axis indicates the popularity ranks of news which could vary over time, and y-axis indicates the number of consumptions. As shown in the figure, interactions between users and news have *popularity pattern*, meaning that users mostly prefer popular news. For instance, the top-7 most popular articles account for 80% of total consumptions during the entire time. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b shows a *freshness pattern* in Adressa dataset, where the number of consumptions of each news rapidly decreases over its age. This indicates that customers prefer relatively fresh news since the novelty of news expires quickly over time. Thus, the challenge of designing an accurate news recommender systems is to consider the global temporal preference while taking into account each user's personal preference.Fig. 1.(a) *popularity pattern*: users tend to prefer *popular* news. (b) *freshness pattern*: users prefer relatively *fresh* news. (c) Our proposed [PGT]{.smallcaps} gives the best accuracy, thanks to its consideration of both global and personal preferences.

In this paper, we propose [PGT]{.smallcaps} (News Recommendation Coalescing **P**ersonal and **G**lobal **T**emporal Preferences), a novel approach for news recommendation considering both of personal and global temporal preferences. [PGT]{.smallcaps} gives a recommendation for each user at time *t* leveraging 1) the global temporal preference at time *t*, and 2) watch-history of the user before *t*.

**Global temporal preference.** Representing global temporal preference at time *t* as a low-rank latent vector is challenging since it has to involve both of popularity pattern and freshness pattern at that time. To deal with this challenge, [PGT]{.smallcaps} selects 1) document vectors of the most popular *n* articles at time *t*, which stand for popularity pattern, and 2) document vectors of the most fresh *m* articles at time *t*, which stand for freshness pattern. These vectors for the two different patterns are combined by the self-attention \[[@CR15]\] with a scaled dot product (details in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}).**Watch history.** A user's previous watch history epitomizes the user's personal preference. The goal of [PGT]{.smallcaps} is to extract a sequential pattern in the watch history with regard to the global temporal preference. For the purpose, [PGT]{.smallcaps} uses a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) which has shown the best performance in encoding session-based sequential data \[[@CR5]\] where a session is a set of consecutive behaviors of a user. [PGT]{.smallcaps} combines the hidden states of BiLSTM by an attention network using the global temporal preference as context (details in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}).[PGT]{.smallcaps} then generates a prediction vector using a fully-connected neural network where information from both of personal preference and global temporal preference at time *t* is fed into. Lastly, [PGT]{.smallcaps} ranks candidate articles based on the similarity between the embedding vectors of the candidates and the generated prediction vector.

We summarize our main contributions as follows:**Modeling personal and global temporal preference.** We introduce *global temporal preference* which indicates the comprehensive pattern of all users in news services. [PGT]{.smallcaps} models how global temporal preference influences each user's personal preference.**Attention-based architecture coalescing preferences.** We propose an attention-based network architecture to dynamically control weights of features in 1) the representation of global temporal preference, and 2) the representation of personal preference. The global temporal preference vector is used as context in the attention network for the personal preference. Attention helps [PGT]{.smallcaps} effectively deal with a quick change of personal preference in the online news ecosystem.**Experiment.** Extensive experimental results show that [PGT]{.smallcaps} provides the best accuracy, outperforming competitors by significant margins (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c).

In the rest of paper, we review related works in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, introduce our proposed method [PGT]{.smallcaps} in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, evaluate [PGT]{.smallcaps} and competitors in Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, and conclude in Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}.

Related Works {#Sec2}
=============

We review previous researches on news recommendation systems.

Early studies on recommendation systems use variants of recurrent neural network (RNN) to model input sequences \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. However, these methods usually suffer from the cold-start problems. To deal with the cold-start problems, several studies enrich the embedding of newly published articles by utilizing the meta-information of articles \[[@CR4]\]. Okura et al. \[[@CR11]\] proposed a news recommender system based on variational autoencoder (VAE) and RNN. They used a method based on VAE to learn embedding vectors of articles, such that vectors in the same categories are made similar. After learning article embeddings, they used RNNs to predict the next article vector that a user is likely to watch. Park et al. \[[@CR12]\] proposed a news recommendation system based on RNN to model each user's personal preference. They reranked the candidates by each user's long-term categorical preference which is the weighted sum of categories of news articles that the user has seen; this categorical preference improved the accuracy.

Recent studies proposed attention-based methods to model users' behaviors without RNNs. Wang et al. \[[@CR16]\] proposed a deep news recommendation method with a CNN model \[[@CR7]\] and a news-level attention network. They enhanced their method using the embeddings of the entities extracted from a knowledge graph. Chuhan et al. \[[@CR17]\] proposed to use attention networks at both word-level and news-level to highlight informative words and news. They also proposed personalized attention by using the embedding of user ID as context to differentially attend to important words and news according to personal preference.

We note that none of the above methods consider the global temporal preference, and its coalesced relation to personal preference. Thus they show poor performance compared to our proposed [PGT]{.smallcaps} (see Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}).Fig. 2.Architecture of [PGT]{.smallcaps}. To recommend news articles to a user at time *t*, [PGT]{.smallcaps} generates a prediction vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposed Method {#Sec3}
===============

We propose [PGT]{.smallcaps}, an accurate method for news recommendation. We first provide a brief overview of our method in Sect. [3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Then we describe how to generate 1) a representation for the global temporal preference in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, and 2) a representation for the personal preference in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, we introduce how to rank the candidate articles in Sect. [3.4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.

Overview {#Sec4}
--------

We design [PGT]{.smallcaps} for balanced extraction of latent features from both of personal preference and global temporal preference. [PGT]{.smallcaps} reflects users' online news watch behaviors by accumulating these two preferences to provide an accurate recommendation. We concentrate on the following challenges to address in a news recommendation system.

**Cold-Start problem.** News recommendation systems need to recommend newly published articles which have no explicit user feedback. How can we provide accurate news recommendation for these fresh articles?**Popularity and freshness patterns.** As shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the novelty of news expires quickly. How can we dynamically capture the personal and global temporal preferences to promptly trace changing trend of news?

We address the aforementioned challenges by the following ideas: **Global temporal preference.** [PGT]{.smallcaps} extracts the global temporal preference from popular and fresh articles at recommendation time. The global temporal preference represents the time-dependent features and helps [PGT]{.smallcaps} consider newly published articles well (details in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}).**RNN-attention using global temporal preference as context.** [PGT]{.smallcaps} embeds each user's personal preference from its watch history using an RNN with an attention network. The attention network determines the importance of each previous user behavior. We use the global temporal preference as context of the attention network to consider both popularity and freshness patterns (details in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}).
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Global Temporal Preference {#Sec5}
--------------------------

Our goal is to generate a single vector of global temporal preference from several popular and fresh articles. The global temporal preference vector represents common interests shared by all users at a specific time. For the purpose, we adapt self-attention \[[@CR15]\]; however, instead of generating vector representation for each key, we generate the single vector by computing the weighted average of article vectors using the attention weights. [PGT]{.smallcaps} generates the global temporal preference vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Personal Preference {#Sec6}
-------------------

Considering individual user's personal preference is essential to make personalized news recommendations. We observe that each previous behavior of a user corresponds to a preference at that time. From this observation, we extract each user's personal preference from its previous watch history using an RNN model and aggregate them by an attention network to generate a vector representing the user's news preference. We use bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM) in the RNN model since it is well known to summarize both the preceding and the following behaviors. Note that the hidden state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Ranking Candidate Articles {#Sec7}
--------------------------

To recommend news articles to a user, we rank candidate articles based on the user's interest at each time step. Ideally, candidate articles should include all of the existing news articles; however, in practice we need to narrow down candidates for scalability of recommender systems. We select candidate articles by removing unpopular articles at each time step. In the training process, we ensure that candidate articles contain the actually selected article at each time step by replacing the most unpopular candidate article with the actually selected article.
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We train [PGT]{.smallcaps} to minimize the L2 distance between the truly selected article vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experiment {#Sec8}
==========

We run experiments to answer the following questions.

**Q1. Accuracy (Sect.** [4.2](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}**).** How well does [PGT]{.smallcaps} recommend news articles?**Q2. Effect of modeling global temporal preference (Sect.** [4.3](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}**).** Does the modeling of global temporal preference help improve the accuracy?**Q3. Effect of attention network in personal preference (Sect.** [4.4](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}**).** How well does the attention network for the personal preference help improve the accuracy?

Experimental Settings {#Sec9}
---------------------

***Dataset.*** We use [Adressa]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR1]\] and [Globo]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR14]\] which are session-based datasets of news watch history (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Adressa dataset[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} is generated from the behaviors of users in the Adresseavision, a newspaper media in Norway. The one week version [Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps} of the dataset contains news information from 1 to 7 January, 2017. The full version [Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps} of the dataset contains news information from 1 January to 31 March, 2017. The dataset contains URLs of all articles, and contents of a subset of the articles; articles with invalid URLs are removed. The second dataset [Globo]{.smallcaps}[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} \[[@CR14]\] contains news information from a news portal G1 (G1.com) from 1 to 16 October, 2017. Instead of revealing the original news contents, it provides the embedding vector for each news article due to license restrictions.Table 1.Summary of news datasets.Dataset\# Sessions\# Events\# ArticlesPeriod[Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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***Competitor.*** We compare the performance of our proposed [PGT]{.smallcaps} to the following competitors.

**[POP]{.smallcaps}.** This method recommends the most popular items regardless of each user's personal preference.**Park et al.**\[[@CR12]\]**.** To recommend the next article, this method ranks the candidate articles using a hidden vector generated from RNNs, and then reranks candidates by each user's long-term categorical preference. They also proposed a CNN model to infer missing categories of articles from their contents.**Okura et al.**\[[@CR11]\]**.** This method recommends articles based on the similarity of articles using dot products of their vector representations. The method generates similar vector representations to articles with similar categories.**[Weave&Rec]{.smallcaps}** \[[@CR6]\]**.** This method utilizes the content of news articles as well as the sequence in which the articles were read by users. They use 3-dimensional CNN to embed both 1) the word embeddings of articles, and 2) the sequence of articles selected by users at the same time.**[HRAM]{.smallcaps}** \[[@CR5]\]**.** This method aggregates outputs of two heterogeneous methods which are 1) user-item matrix factorization to model the interaction between users and items, and 2) attention-based recurrent network to trace the interest of each user.**[NPA]{.smallcaps}** \[[@CR17]\]**.** This method uses personalized attention at both word-level and news-level to highlight informative words and news. The personalized attention uses the embedding of each user as context vector to differentially attend to important words and news according to personal preference.***Vectorized Representation of Article.*** For [Adressa]{.smallcaps} dataset, we train Doc2Vec model \[[@CR10]\] with Gensim \[[@CR13]\], which has shown a good performance on news recommendation \[[@CR16]\]. We use sentences of each article if provided by the dataset, or use crawled sentences using the URL of it otherwise. We set the dimension of embedding vector to 1000, and the size of window to 10. We initialize ![](492449_1_En_7_Figa_HTML.gif){#d29e1604}  of Doc2Vec to 0.025, and decrease ![](492449_1_En_7_Figb_HTML.gif){#d29e1607}  by 0.001 for every 10 epochs. Note that these values are selected since they give the best result. For [Globo]{.smallcaps} dataset, we use the provided embedding vector for each article from it.

***Evaluation Metrics.*** We evaluate the accuracy of methods using Hit Rate (HR) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). Given the probability ranks of truly seen news articles, we calculate HR\@5 and MRR\@20 as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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***Model Training.*** All of the competitors and our method are trained using the same hardware and early-stop policy. We divide our session data into training, validation \[[@CR9]\], and test sets with ratio of 8:1:1 based on the user interaction time in a session. When a dataset consists of user interactions from 1 to 10 May, for example, data from 1 to 8 May is used as a training set, data on 9 May as a validation set, and data on the last day as a test set, respectively. This setting is useful to show the effect of the cold-start problem, since several fresh articles in the test set are not included in the training set.

***Hyperparameters.*** We train methods to maximize the similarity between a prediction vector and the corresponding selected article vector for every time step. For [PGT]{.smallcaps}, we use the mean squared error (MSE) of the two vectors as a loss function, and Adam optimizer \[[@CR8]\] as an optimizer. We use the hyperbolic tangent as a non-linear activation function, but omits it for the last MLP since it gives the best accuracy. For the competitors, we follow their best settings. We use mini-batched inputs of size 512 to feed models during training. When the validation loss keeps increasing for 10 epochs, we early stop training to prevent overfitting. All methods in our experiments early stopped before 200 epochs of training.Table 2.Our proposed [PGT]{.smallcaps} shows the best performance for all of the datasets. This table shows the accuracy of [PGT]{.smallcaps} and competitors, measured with the hit rate (HR\@5) and the mean reciprocal rank (MRR\@20); higher values mean better performances.DatasetMetric[POP]{.smallcaps}Park et al. \[[@CR12]\]Okura et al. \[[@CR11]\][Weave&Rec]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR6]\][HRAM]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR5]\][NPA]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR17]\][PGT]{.smallcaps}[Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps}HR\@50.49880.47140.45690.43770.53470.6512**0.8668**MRR\@200.32910.33610.33410.30130.34520.4983**0.6857**[Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps}HR\@50.56720.36770.34770.30070.39410.5819**0.7106**MRR\@200.37350.24610.23200.21010.25310.3818**0.6197**[Globo]{.smallcaps}HR\@50.28450.35510.3537--0.4474--**0.5663**MRR\@200.20010.24830.2500--0.3101--**0.5116**

Recommendation Accuracy {#Sec10}
-----------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows accuracies of [PGT]{.smallcaps} and competitors; [Weave&Rec]{.smallcaps} and [NPA]{.smallcaps}, which require news contents, are not evaluated for [Globo]{.smallcaps} since it does not provide news contents. Note that [PGT]{.smallcaps} gives the highest accuracy compared to the competitors. We have the following observations from the results.

First, even though [POP]{.smallcaps} recommends news articles based only on the general popularity, the popularity pattern of news data (shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) makes [POP]{.smallcaps} a strong baseline showing a good performance. Meanwhile, the performances of the other competitors (Park et al. \[[@CR12]\], Okura et al. \[[@CR11]\], [HRAM]{.smallcaps}, [Weave&Rec]{.smallcaps}, and [NPA]{.smallcaps}) are less accurate especially in [Adressa]{.smallcaps}. It is because they consider only personal preference while users' behaviors in [Adressa]{.smallcaps} are more skewed toward the popularity pattern. Note that HR\@5 of [POP]{.smallcaps} is the probability of watching one of the top 5 most popular articles. HR\@5 of POP in [Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps}, [Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps}, and [Globo]{.smallcaps} are 0.5672, 0.4988, and 0.2845, respectively; this shows that users' interactions in [Adressa]{.smallcaps} are more skewed to popular articles which are more related to global temporal preference rather than personal preference. On the other hand, our proposed [PGT]{.smallcaps} shows the best performance even on [Adressa]{.smallcaps} compared to the other competitors by appropriately attending to personal and global temporal preferences.Table 3.The global temporal preference and the attention network of [PGT]{.smallcaps} improve the accuracy of recommendation. [PGT]{.smallcaps} outperforms both 1) ![](492449_1_En_7_Figc_HTML.gif){#d29e2006} , a variant of [PGT]{.smallcaps} without the global temporal preference (Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}), and 2) ![](492449_1_En_7_Figd_HTML.gif){#d29e2016} , a variant of [PGT]{.smallcaps} without the attention network of BiLSTM (Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}).DatasetMetric![](492449_1_En_7_Fige_HTML.gif){#d29e2042}![](492449_1_En_7_Figf_HTML.gif){#d29e2048}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Second, the methods modeling each user's watch history by utilizing attention network ([PGT]{.smallcaps}, [HRAM]{.smallcaps}, and [NPA]{.smallcaps}) are more accurate compared to the other competitors (Park et al. \[[@CR12]\], Okura et al. \[[@CR11]\], and [Weave&Rec]{.smallcaps}). The attention network dynamically attends to important previous behaviors, and thus increases recommendation accuracy. Meanwhile, due to the property of RNN, inference in RNN-based methods (Park et al. \[[@CR12]\] and Okura et al. \[[@CR11]\]) often neglects users' long-term behaviors. [Weave&Rec]{.smallcaps} captures a temporal pattern of each user's watch history using 3-dimensional CNN, but provides poor recommendations to fresh users because of their insufficient watch histories.

Finally, [HRAM]{.smallcaps} and [NPA]{.smallcaps}, which train an embedding for each user, show poor performance compared to our proposed [PGT]{.smallcaps}. Note that we divide the dataset into training, validation, and test sets based on user interaction time (see Sect. [4.1](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}), since such setting is more realistic for online news recommendation. However, this makes it very hard for [HRAM]{.smallcaps} and [NPA]{.smallcaps} to train the embeddings of fresh users well. On the other hand, [PGT]{.smallcaps} performs accurate news recommendation even in this case, by utilizing the global temporal preference.

Effect of Modeling Global Temporal Preference {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------

[PGT]{.smallcaps} overcomes the cold-start problem by considering the global temporal preference. In Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, we compare the performances of [PGT]{.smallcaps} and other neural network based methods on [Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps} and [Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps} to show how well the global temporal preference helps preserve the accuracy from the cold-start problem, since the other methods neglect the global temporal preference. Note that all neural network based methods suffer from the cold-start problem more severely on [Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps} since the time gap between the train and the test set is the longest in it. MRR\@20s of Park et al. \[[@CR12]\], Okura et al. \[[@CR11]\], [Weave&Rec]{.smallcaps}, [HRAM]{.smallcaps}, and [NPA]{.smallcaps} decrease by 26.78%, 30.56%, 30.29%, 26.89%, and 21.42%, respectively, on [Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps} compared to those on [Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps}; on the other hand, MRR\@20 of [PGT]{.smallcaps} decreases only by 9.12% on the same setting. This shows that [PGT]{.smallcaps} better handles the cold-start problem.

To further validate the effect of the global temporal preference in [PGT]{.smallcaps}, we evaluate the performance of ![](492449_1_En_7_Figg_HTML.gif){#d29e2266} , a variant of [PGT]{.smallcaps}, that does not use the global temporal preference, but keeps the attention network of BiLSTM by using the most recent hidden state vector as the context of attention. Columns ![](492449_1_En_7_Figh_HTML.gif){#d29e2272} and [PGT]{.smallcaps} of Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} show that 1) MRR\@20 of [PGT]{.smallcaps} improves by 17.64%, 12.49%, and 3.77% on [Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps}, [Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps}, and [Globo]{.smallcaps}, respectively, and 2) HR\@5 of [PGT]{.smallcaps} improves by 23.14%, 10.49%, and 5.24% on [Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps}, [Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps}, and [Globo]{.smallcaps}, respectively, compared to ![](492449_1_En_7_Figi_HTML.gif){#d29e2307} which does not use the global temporal preference. This result shows that the global temporal preference helps model popularity and freshness patterns well, leading to a better performance.

Effect of Attention Network in Modeling Personal Preference {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We show the effect of the attention network in modeling personal preference, by evaluating the performance of ![](492449_1_En_7_Figj_HTML.gif){#d29e2315} , a variant of [PGT]{.smallcaps}, that gives uniform weights to all hidden states in the session RNN without utilizing the attention network. Columns ![](492449_1_En_7_Figk_HTML.gif){#d29e2321} and [PGT]{.smallcaps} of Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} show the accuracy improvements of [PGT]{.smallcaps} by the attention network. MRR\@20 of [PGT]{.smallcaps} increases by 1.47%, 9.47%, and 1.58% on [Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps}, [Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps}, and [Globo]{.smallcaps}, respectively. HR\@5 of [PGT]{.smallcaps} increases by 1.97%, 2.25%, and 1.78% on [Adressa 1W]{.smallcaps}, [Adressa 10W]{.smallcaps}, and [Globo]{.smallcaps}, respectively. This shows that the attention network highlights important previous hidden states, leading to a superior accuracy.

We additionally perform a case study of the attention network to validate whether it effectively highlights important users' behaviors by considering popular topics. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows attention weights of a sample news watch history at two different inference times $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_2$$\end{document}$ where 'sport' and 'general' categories are popular, respectively, the attention network gives more weights to articles in the same categories. This result illustrates that [PGT]{.smallcaps} dynamically models the personal preference by considering the popular topics at the inference time.Fig. 3.Attention weights of previous hidden states derived from a sample news watch history. Note that the attention network reacts differently to the same news watch history when the inference time is changed. At times $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_2$$\end{document}$ where 'sport' and 'general' categories are popular, respectively, the attention network gives more weights to articles in the same categories.

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

We propose [PGT]{.smallcaps}, a news recommender system which considers both personal and global temporal preferences to precisely reflect users' behaviors. We observe that the popularity and the freshness of articles, which decay quickly, play important roles in users' watch behaviors. Based on the observation, we introduce the concept of global temporal preference to news recommender system, to provide suitable recommendation results based on time. We also propose an attention based architecture to effectively deal with changes of users' personal preferences, with regard to the global temporal preference. Extensive experiments show that [PGT]{.smallcaps} provides the most accurate news recommendation, by considering both of personal and global temporal preferences. Future works include extending the method to handle multiple *heterogeneous* sessions.
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